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On January 3, 1882, Oscar Wilde arrived in New York City aboard the British ocean liner, SS Arizona. The 
27-year-old recent Oxford graduate, dressed in lavender pants, silk stockings and shiny black patten leather 
shoes, presented his baggage to the customs agent. When asked if he had anything to declare, Wilde 
flipped his purple calk-skin gloves and said: “Nothing… Nothing but my genius!” 

So began Wilde’s yearlong tour of North America. Over the next 300 days, the unpublished poet-writer saw 
more of North America than most modern day Presidential candidates. In his green wool coat trimmed at 
the collar and cuffs in seal fur, Wilde traipsed though the streets and fashionable salons of Eastern cities 
and crisscrossed the Western frontier across the Sierra Nevada to California’s Pacific shore. He traveled on 
horse back, by stage coach and covered wagon, by railroad, and by hot air balloon. Crowds who came to 
hear him lecture on The Decorative Arts or The English Renaissance gawked and stared (and sometimes 
ridiculed) the self-anointed high priest of Aestheticism. 

Wilde hobnobbed with Whitman and Longfellow, Beecher, Holmes, and James, supped and slept with 
Colorado silver miners and society courtesans in Newport and New York, lunched with Ulysses S. Grant and 
Jefferson Davis, posed with P.T. Barnum’s latest craze, Jumbo the Elephant, schmoozed with the low and 
high born, and outdrank America’s burgeoning demimonde from coast to coast.  

Wilde returned to London the following year a celebrity, but not just any celebrity: the very model for what 
we now call modern celebrity. Long before he had penned a single syllable of Dorian Gray or The 
Importance of Being Earnest, he was famous merely for being famous, with his humility-free approach to 
self-advertisement still employed today by several generations of social media aspirants.      

FAMOUS FOR  BEING FAMOUS

Yet, despite his august literary achievements, Wilde’s life ended in  
 disaster. The rules of self-promotion and manipulating the media he     
   had pioneered in America did not make him invincible; they did the  
       opposite. The culture of celebrity he brought to life rose up to  
          take his—he believed his own hype.   

“Oscar Wilde In America” explores where and how the tragic 
end of Oscar Wilde’s story began… in America. 
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The premise is simple: What if Oscar Wilde made a comeback tour in 2022, playing many of the same 
towns he played 140 years ago? “Oscar Wilde in America” explores that what if as contemporary theatre.  

It treats the historical record compiled in the website OscarWildeinAmerica.org as the primary source 
material for the work, which includes: the lectures themselves; the reviews of his lectures, which include 
varied and detailed descriptions of the compelling stage business of each lecture; the immense record of 
Wilde’s social engagements in America; and, of course, the endless quips and quotes attributed to Wilde, 
all of which will land as well with a modern audience as they did with his own. 

The website suggests an additional conceptual element to the piece. OscarWildeinAmerica.org [OWIA] is at 
once a compendium of the names and places of Wilde’s 1882 America tour AND a repository of history 
itself; it conjures up the overall living, breathing impression Wilde made on the American public in 1882 
and vice versa.  “Oscar Wilde In America” could produce similar meta data, just greatly enhanced with 
media from many sources, printed and digital, journalistic and social—not just newspaper clippings, the 
analog world’s single source of daily information.  

And that data is the basis for a related work of conceptual art: fodder for a new and analogous website to 
OscarWildeinAmerica.org that evolves as the show itself evolves; that conjures up the impression Oscar 
Wilde will make on America in 2022. How that impression compares and contrasts to the one he made in 
1882 will tell us as much about Oscar Wilde as about ourselves as a society. How are attitudes have 
changed, and how they have not—theatre as algorithm, the nightly performance processor of new 
information about the audience and the work itself, the mirror of art for the digital age. 

                                  
  

  

  

THE 2022 COMEBACK TOUR

http://OscarWildeinAmerica.org
http://OscarWildeinAmerica.org
http://OscarWildeinAmerica.org
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Contemporary theatre storytelling has expanded from the written word to the written record as a primary source 
of inspiration. “As Much As I Can”, “Dana H.", “The Encounter”, “What The Constitution Means to Me”, “In and Of 
Itself ”, and "Is This a Room” are all recent examples of emergent work of this kind. The work is based on a non-
traditional source: a manuscript; a transcript; an ethnographic study; a debate; the unfinished narrative awaiting 
the audience’s contribution. Each work blows past the boundaries of traditional stage craft, positioning its 
audience, literally and figuratively, within the world of the story being told. In the process, what came first, the 
page or the stage, is blurred. “Not on the page, not on the stage” has lost its time-honored chronology.  

NOT ON THE PAGE

In that light, It ’s not enough to present Wilde as an historical figure giving a lecture on his own age and time, his 
world depicted realistically through sets and costumes. For Wilde to truly make a comeback, his appearance on 
stage must be entirely in the present tense while simultaneously viewed and informed by the audience’s 
collective lens of the past. We know going into the theatre what happens to Wilde in the end of his life, but he 
doesn’t—the key concept in any effective time travel.  

Sketching out a format, “Oscar Wilde In America” starts with Wilde’s booking agent, Civil War veteran Colonel 
CF Morse, the only other character in the piece, introducing Wilde. Wilde appears on stage and delivers his 
lecture. When he finishes, after roughly twenty-five minutes, Morse wheels out an enormous TV monitor and 
thus begins a Q&A with the live and virtual audience watching from home—one of the certain and necessary 
holdovers from the 2020 global pandemic. The Q&A is equal parts rehearsed and improvised, with the actor 
playing Wilde equipped with the author ’s own words and what he improvises to answer any question, 
contemporary or historical, from Sarah Bernhardt’s bathing habits to home design advice to the latest celebrity 
gossip—imagine Wilde commenting on Kim and Khloe Kardashian.
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One man shows history

THE  ACTOR  IS THE  HISTORY

Zoe Caldwell as Maria Callas, Lyn-Manuel Miranda as Alexander Hamilton, Patti LuPone as Eva 
Peron. Actors who played historical figures on stage and thus became those historical figures in 
the public imagination. Do Callas, Hamilton, and Peron exist without these performances—
without Caldwell, Miranda, and LuPone, actors who embodied the rhetoric of their image?  

What we know of Oscar Wilde we know through what he said and wrote and what others said and 
wrote about him. Conflicts and contradictions abound in both narratives. What we do know for 
sure, however: Oscar Wilde was funny, wildly funny. Wit was his true calling card to fame and 
fortune.  

The role does not require someone to look like Oscar Wilde or to do a camped up imitation of 
him, whatever that is; most miss the mark in their over expression of his “gayness”, something he 
was unaware of at this time in his life. Above and beyond the talent and intelligence required, the 
Oscar Wilde of “Oscar Wilde In America” requires one thing: an actor committed and willing to 
take the journey into history to become the history, first on stage and then beyond. 
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Phase 4 - Regional Tour to Opening on Broadway and/or West End 

Dates: Winter 2021 - Winter 2022 

Location: Various 

Goal: Use the regional tour to promote the property and attract investors

CONCEP T   DEVE LOPMEN T

Phase 1 - Initial Concept Development 

Dates: Summer - Early Fall 2021; 8-10 weeks 

Location: Newport, Rhode Island at the Casino Theatre where Wilde lectured in July 1882 

Goal: Partner with actor/production company to develop, rehearse, design, and tech a new 
stage show, “Oscar Wilde in America”, then preview and film (multi-camera) in front of a live 
and a virtual audience at the Casino Theatre (2-3 performances)

Phase 2 - Post Film Shot at Casino Theatre Performances 

Dates: Fall 2021; 4-6 weeks 

Location: Rhode Trip Pictures production offices 

Goal: Post film shot at Casino Theatre performances.

Phase 3 - Use Film to Promote Stage Show for Possible USA Mini Tour 

Dates: Winter 2021/22; 6-8 weeks 

Location: Rhode Trip Pictures production offices 

Goal: Use film to interest and engage regional theatres in the scheduling of a “mini tour” of 
appropriate cities to further workshop and preview stage show
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When All The World's A Stage is a subsidiary of Rhode Trip Pictures (RTP), dedicated to producing small 
screen adaptations of material written for the stage. The recently completed "The Extinction of Fireflies”,  
writer/director James Andrew Walsh’s latest feature starring Michael Urie, Tracie Bennett, Drew Droege, 
and Kario Marcel, will premiere at OUTshine Miami in April 2021.  

Rhode Trip Pictures’ (RTP) slate of small screen projects includes: the upcoming doc series, “Newport, The 
Artful City”, now in post production; the Hallmark Mystery Channel series “Gilded Age Mysteries”, currently 
in pre-production; and “Jimmy and Carolyn”, the prequel to “The Extinction of Fireflies”, currently in pre-
production with a mid-summer 2021 start date. RTP is the grand prize recipient at last year ’s Rhode Island 
Film Festival for Walsh’s screenplay, “The Gods of Newport”, and a 2019 Cannes Lions recipient for Walsh’s 
direction of “As Much As I Can” at New York’s Public Theater. RTP is also developing “The Last Magician”, a 
new stage musical about the young life of Sir Isaac Newton. 

“Oscar Wilde In America” will be based on OscarWildeInAmerica.org, created by historical advisor John 
Cooper, directed by James Andrew Walsh, executive produced by RTP’s Kimberly Chesser, with production 
design by Kristen Vallow.

PR O D U C T I ON  AUSP I C ES

http://OscarWildeInAmerica.org
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1882 TOUR  DATES


